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can still meet alberta’s water needs 
provided more commitment is made to 
assuring enough water is reserved for the 
environment and for community drought 
preparation efforts. The affirmation of 
FITFIr is disappointing. It gives undue 
influence over our water future to those 
holding historic water diversion rights, 
rights assigned decades before water 
scarcity or environmental needs were 
recognized. aWa would have preferred 
that more innovative systems had been 
explored to re-direct water priority where 
it belongs – to basic human needs and to 
the environmental flows needed to sustain 
abundant clean surface water  
and groundwater.

a major recommendation of all 
three reports is that a level of “Protected 
Water” should be established as soon as 
possible in all of alberta’s major river 
basins. Protected Water is a proportion of 
natural stream flow needed to maintain 
a healthy aquatic environment that is not 
tradable in the water allocation transfer 
system; this proportion is determined by 
scientific information and socio-economic 
community values. This concept is good 
in theory and, if implemented, would 
improve the security of water needed 
for the aquatic environment. however, 
in practice our current law, affirmed or 
endorsed by all three reports, would 
assign Protected Water a junior priority 
license date of 2007 or later. Currently, 
only the South Saskatchewan river basin 
has a defined level of Protected Water, 
but this is a target that cannot be achieved 
in drier years because of its junior status 
– senior water diversion license holders 

have priority call on the water. Even in 
relatively unallocated basins such as the 
Peace and athabasca the precedence of 
senior licenses is an obstacle to adequate 
environmental protection during very low 
flow winters that are likely to be more 
frequent due to climate change. aWa 
worked hard to ensure that the Water 
Council report, a report we contributed 
to, included at least a minority viewpoint 
recognizing this concern: meaningful 
protection for “protected water” within 
a FITFIr framework means that this 
allocation must take priority over all 
existing licenses.

The next step in the Government of 
alberta’s water allocation review calls for 
a draft policy to be developed for public 
consultation by summer 2010. aWa will 
work to encourage public involvement 
and raise awareness that our water 
security lies in ensuring that basic human 
needs and environmental needs are the 
top priorities when it comes to water use.

- Carolyn Campbell

Petro-Canada Sullivan Application 
Lumbers On and On and On…
When it comes to describing the Petro-
Canada Sullivan application, well, you 
just could not make this sort of stuff up 
if you tried! Casting our minds back, 
in November 2008, the ill-fated Energy 
resource Conservation board (ErCb) 
hearing began into proposals by Petro-
Canada to drill 11 new sour gas wells and 
construct a 37-kilometre pipeline, all within 
the borders of Kananaskis Country.

an awful lot of gas of a different 
sort has filled the alberta air since that 

long drawn-out hearing came to an end 
in January 2009. The hearing process 
was briefly suspended in February, 
following news that Petro Canada and 
ErCb staff members had entered into 
an inappropriate personal relationship 
during the hearing. having ruled that 
the relationship did not compromise the 
credibility of the process, the ErCb 
recommenced the hearing, although 
opposing lawyers tried to have it 
suspended again while they appealed the 
ErCb’s decision.

The hearing process was put on hold 
again in November 2009 when the ErCb 
announced that it was suspending any 
issuing of new sour gas well licences 
while it pondered the implications of a 
rap on its knuckles by the alberta Court 
of appeal. The Court found that the 
ErCb had incorrectly interpreted its own 
rules in January 2009 when it denied 
three residents of the rocky rapids area 
the right to oppose two proposed sour gas 
wells close to their properties. The ErCb 
promptly changed its rules (see WLa, 
December 2009). 

Since the official hearing ended in 
January 2009 there has been a more-or-
less continual stream of correspondence 
between ErCb, Petro-Canada and 
lawyers for the numerous interveners in 
the case. This has concerned everything 
from constitutional questions concerning 
First Nations rights, to consideration of 
alternative pipeline routes, to motions to 
compel Fish and Wildlife staff to be made 
available for questioning. 

If we throw into the brew the fact that 
Petro-Canada merged with Suncor in 
august 2009, and that natural gas prices 
have tanked since the golden days of 
Petro-Canada’s original application, we 
may be left with a huge white elephant 
of an application that many parties dearly 
wish would just go away. although final 
arguments were submitted to ErCb 
in June 2009 the hearing still shows 
no sign of coming to an end. In fact 
lawyers opposing the application have 
now officially applied to have the entire 
hearing reopened because current low 
gas prices have rendered the application 
uneconomic and therefore not in the 
“public interest.” Who knows what 
further twists to this saga 2010 will bring!
 - Nigel Douglas
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